
SE DESIGN CREATIVE

WE ALWAYS 
PROMISE YOU.



The SE Design Creative, which has the meaning of "FROM 

START TO THE END", As the name suggests, "From start to 

finish, self-produced products with care" I promise to be 

a providing company.

SE Design Creative's premium infant brand, FROMISE,

It has two meanings that SY promises to produce.



Company history

2017

Foundation of Deep Slumber.

Registration of the integrated brand "Deep Slumber.

2018

Danish company signed "BIBS Official Seller".

2019

Established "SEDESIGN CREATIVE".

Our brand, FROMISE R&D.

Integrated brand, FROMISE trademark registration.

2020

Establishment of the law for "SEDESIGN CREATIVE Co., Ltd."

Application for trademarks and designs from 4 countries (US, Vietnam, Japan, Madrid)

Four foreign countries (US, Vietnam, Japan, China, Taiwan) have signed export contracts.

2021

I signed an export contract to Russia.

Mongolia's export contract is in progress.

2022

I'm preparing for the official lunch for the FROMISE milk powder port.
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      PRODUCT FEATURES

There are three stages on the promis side, including the Newborn size that can be used 

from newborns.

      DOW CORNING'S PREMIUM SILICONE

Silicon used in fromise daukoningsa of the premium can made of silicon and can be used.

Silicon is premium naeyeongseong like hot water disinfection and sterilization can use, you 

can manage. Strict process design detail like a heart, my mom and manufactured by the 

nipple confusion by.

1. KC certification completed & BPA free.

2. Use food grade silicone.

3. Light weight for babies.

4. Don't use glue / Anti-puncture design.

0 - 3 MONTHS+

To size for newborn babies 0 - baby, it is recommended for 

three months to start the first time a jjokjjogi

The size is sold only seven colors.
Snow, Primrose, Dessert Sage, Dream Lavender, Dream Yellow, 

Dream Green, Dream Blue

STEP 0

3 - 6 MONTHS+

It is a one-step size suitable for the oral structure of babies 

between 0 and 6 months old.

STEP 1

6 MONTHS+

It is a two-step size suitable for the oral structure of babies 

over 6 months old.

STEP 2

PREMIUM SILICONE

PACIFIER
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      COLOR GUIDE

      FEATURE OF SILICONE PACIFIER

Promise here is an instrument built and peace of mind and can be used.

It is the entry point in his mouth a baby brand, a typical migugeui daukoningsa premium 

strong to heat bottles using silicon, microwave oven, Steam, hot water disinfection, such 

as cleaning and disinfection easy to manage. 

In addition, detailed texture and special shape formed mother can feel like nipples of the 

attachment is possible to treatment.

100% FOOD 

GRADE SILICONE

MAED IN KOREA.

DOW CORNING'S SILICONE

BABY PROTECT

SHIELD DESIGN

      FROMISE BABY PACIFIER

      Meet the series even at night use a luminous jjokjjogi dream!

Promise here is an instrument built and peace of mind and can be used.

It is the entry point in his mouth a baby brand, a typical premium strong to heat bottles using 

silicon, microwave oven, Steam, hot water disinfection, such as cleaning 

and disinfection easy to manage. In addition, detailed texture and special shape formed mother 

can feel like nipples of the attachment is possible to treatment.
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SNOW PRIM ROSE COTTONCANDY DANDELION

HONEYDEW DESERT SAGE BLUE MOON BLACK BERRY

MILKTEA HAZELNUT ANTIQUE BLUE ROSE SIENNA

APRICOT CASHMERE DREAM BLUE DREAM LAVENDER

DREAM YELLOW DREAM GREEN



PREMIUM SILICONE

PACIFIER
CASE
An ice cream cone-shaped 

PP case that helps you use 

fromis hygienically.

There are three colors 

snow, primrose, 

and dessert sage.

You can hang it on a clip 

and use it easily.

There is a protrusion in 

four directions, 

which binds and fixes 

the side and allows hot 

water disinfection.
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      SNOW COLOR

The basic of the basics! The light color is the basic item, snow cone.

The snow color cone case, which has a creamy feeling, goes very well with the color of the 

other cone case as well as the other side.

      PRIM ROSE COLOR

Cream rose cone that makes you feel good just by looking at it.

Design and color that evokes the desire to have every color!

      DESERT SAGE COLOR

Real Genius! If you are worried about whether the dessert sage cone side, which is not 

common, will match the color well, please refer to the image below.

It goes well with all colors of fromis.

1. MADE IN KOREA

2. baby bottle sterilizer

3. hot water be speed reading



FROMISE BABYCARE PRODUCT

BABY PLANER
COTTON CLIP
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The oral cavity search the missing part on the hygiene and 

dust prevention at the same time, please take care of you.

Little cute design, easy and intuitive to use way to motivate 

the imagination! 

One touch with the clips produced easily, allowing you.

      PRODUCT FEATURES

The reason why we use the domestically produced fromis Cotton Clip.

Promis Planet cotton clip is demanding all passed the national safety standards.

Patti LaBelle, strip, a local peace of mind to all 100% cotton and around the string parts 

and can be used.

BPA FREE MAED IN KOREA 100% COTTON

      HOW TO USE

Pass the clip through the hole of the 

knot strap to the end and pull it and fix it.

STEP 2

Check if it's fixed well and hang it on 

baby clothes using clips.

STEP 3

The side is / the handle of the dental floss.

Alternatively, pass the clip knot strap through the holder hole.

STEP 1



      BABY PLANET COTTON CLIP      I t does not rust even if it touches the water and reduces the 

burden on the child with a light weight.

The clip does not rust even if it touches the water in a one-touch manner without a spring inside 

the clip.
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      In addition to the chives, use 

it as a multipurpose clip for baby 

products such as dental floss.

Baby's precious items without losing the available.

SNOW PRIMROSEMILK TEA DREAM BLUE

Clean, creamy 

ivory.

Calm and soft 

beige.

It's pastel-toned, 

cozy blue.

Cute pink.



PREMIUM SILICONE

BABY BIB
      PRODUCT FEATURES

The light and soft bib provides a comfortable fit for babies.

      FROMISE BABY SILICONE BIB

Promis's self-directed silicone baby food bib is made of 100% food grade silicone, so it can 

be sterilized and sterilized in hot water, so it can be used hygienically.

The Fromis silicone bib provides a meticulous finish and light weight to reduce strain on 

the baby's neck. The anti-spilling pocket is in a high position and fixed open, making it 

easy to receive running food.
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Embossed logo, 

promise.

Promise, logo buttons.

A streamlined round 

design that considers 

safety and body shape.

A well-fixed 

anti-spilling pocket.

High quality.

Hand-printing.

The details of the 

embossed back.

Promis bib is food grade silicon in hot water disinfection and injector can be used.

A cursive hand of pocket are a relatively high be easier to get the food flowing 

well fixed in position.

Food grade silicon & BPA FREE

Ergonomic design.

Light weight approximately 96 g to think the baby.



      SILICONE BIB - PATTERNS

FOREST

RAINDROP

MARSALA

PALE BLUE

DANDELION

FRUITS

PRETZEL

BISCOTTI

TERRACCOTA

COTTON CANDY

DINO

SPACE

CORDUROY

VELVET MAUVE

CASHMERE

VINTAGE GARDEN

SHADE GREEN

CLOUD

PIRATES

PRIMROSE

APRICOT
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Promis self-directed baby food silicone bib is made of BPA-free food grade silicon, and its 

ergonomic streamlined design reduces the strain on the baby's neck with comfortable fit 

and light weight. fromis's self-directed baby food silicone bib consists of 8 pattern printing 

and 13 weapon colors.

Promis own design and color caused by the sensitive items.

The neck length can be adjusted, and the relatively light weight reduces the burden 

on the baby. Advanced not made of silicon with heumulgeori to deliver the baby to a 

comfortable fit. To stimulate curiosity and imagination of the babies cute print is the high 

level professionals working with one hand printing using the pigments.

      SILICONE BIB

100% FOOD 

GRADE SILICONE

STREAMLINED

DESIGN

LIGHTWEIGHT

FOR BABY



PREMIUM SILICONE

STACKING
CUP

      FROMISE SILICONE STACKING CUP

Promis Silicon Stacking Cup stacking game is made of soft silicon so that babies don't get 

hurt or broken even if they bite and throw.

The stacking cup stacking game consists of eight dreamy-colored dream sets that 

feel warm and calm, and two Blooming sets of eight different colors that bloom with 

imagination.

      PRODUCT FEATURES

Let's develop our cognitive ability and concentration by comparing 
our sizes and stacking them up!

POINT 1

Can't be broken if it bit and throw with silicone it safe.POINT 2

Floor surface through the hole in the numbers game and bathing can 
play some games.

POINT 3
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      FROMISE SILICONE STACKING CUP

DREAMING SET BLOOMING SET

It's a dream-like dream set with 8 

colors that's warm and calm.

The display of eight different colors 

of the blooming of imagination set.

UMBRELLA UMBRELLA

MOON LIGHT MOON LIGHT

SILICIONE CUP SILICIONE CUP

STARS STARS

RAINBOW RAINBOW

SILICONE CUP SILICONE CUP

RAINDROP RAINDROP

SUNSHINE SUNSHINE
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FROMISE TRITAN

TRITAN FOOD 
STORAGE

PREMIUM SILICONE

SILICONE FOOD 
SPOON

      PRODUCT FEATURES

1. You can clearly check the contents with high transparency.

2. Compared to PP, it has better strength and durability and is lighter in weight than glass.

3. The possibility of discoloration is lower than that of PP materials.

4. It is easy to store and clean because there is no silicone packing.

5. It is a structure that can be stacked during storage, so it is stable and effective to utilize space.

6. Microwave and hot water disinfection is possible.

7. It can be used in various sizes for each purpose.

      PRODUCT FEATURES

1. Platinum silicon is a safe material made by platinum catalyst.

2. It is safe and eco-friendly because environmental hormone bisphenol A is not detected.

3. There is no change in ultraviolet and external exposure for a long time, so it can be used 

    semi-permanently.

4. Light and soft handles are convenient for long use and are designed to reduce irritation to 

    infants' gums and teeth.

5. Hot water disinfection (within 10 seconds) and microwave disinfection (within 1 minute) are 

    possible, making it hygienic.

6. The exclusive case is easy to store when you go out.

Promis Tritan Baby Food Storage is made of Tritan, a new material of BPA 

FREE that collects only the advantages of glass and plastic, so you can use 

it with confidence.

Promis, a baby food baby fits neatly into the size of spoon size, portable 

set outdoors to conveniently with the casing made of available.
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PREMIUM SILICONE

SILICONE ROTATION 
BRUSH SET

      PRODUCT FEATURES

1. Platinum silicone is a safe material that can be trusted and used by platinum catalyst method.

2. Compared to sponge bottle brushes, they dry faster to prevent bacterial growth and are  

    durable, so there are few scratches during washing, so foreign substances do not get caught  

    easily.

3. Silicone hair is formed in three stages, so it foams relatively well during cleaning.

4. When using it, the handle rotates for convenient use.

      PRODUCT FEATURES

1. It is easy to clean and manage hygienically with a simple detachable method in the center.

2. The soft rubber resin inside holds more stably without scratches.

3. It is a long size of 30cm and is safe to use in deep containers.

4. You can also catch bulky objects with a wide entrance.

5. The sawtooth shape at the tip of the tongs helps you catch even small objects well.

The Promis Premium Silicone Rotating Milk Bottle Brush Set consists of two 

silicone bottle brushes, which are less scratchy than nylon brush and can 

be managed hygienically than sponge brush.

Make sure to clean every corner thoroughly with a platinum silicon square!

Detachable without worrying about high tide washing in the design!

Baby non-slip disinfecting the index is easily detachable seams with 

promise, can be cleaned and processing non slip into a small object can 

easily catch designed.

FROMISE NON-SLIP

NON-SLIP
TONGS
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PREMIUM SILICONE

DAILY MULTI
CUBE 

      PRODUCT FEATURES

1. High utilization of colors and sizes by purpose can be used efficiently according to the type 

and amount of food ingredients.

2. BPA FREE, a safe material, is harmless to the human body and uses platinum catalyst to 

provide durability and heat resistance.

3. Cold and heat-resistant temperatures are -40 to 250°C, so you can use the freezer, 

microwave, and oven.

4. Silicone materials can be used semi-permanently, and the floor is made thin so that it is easy 

to take out bare goods.

The Promis Premium Silicone Rotating Milk Bottle Brush Set consists of two 

silicone bottle brushes, which are less scratchy than nylon brush and can 

be managed hygienically than sponge brush.

Make sure to clean every corner thoroughly with a platinum silicon square!

PREMIUM SILICONE

WRIST BRACE

      PRODUCT FEATURES

1. Put it on your thumb and turn it around to complete wearing it! Adjust the pressure strength 

   to suit your wrist.

2. It is made of elastic/spandex material with excellent elasticity and can be used by men and 

    women of all ages with a length-adjustable safe velcro.

3. The border of the wrist protector is carefully finished once more, and it does not flow down 

    even after wearing it for a long time due to the finger ring.

4. It absorbs sweat and moisture and dries quickly, so you can feel excellent ventilation and    

    pleasant use.

Fromis wrist protector that restores stability to my wrist.

It is a pressure-adjustable wrist protector used when wrist protection is 

needed, such as pregnant women, childcare, and fitness.

Promise as wrist protection must 

be selected point.

Adjust the pressure 
that fits my wrist.

A strong finish and 
reliable fingering.

Excellent elasticity 
and safe velcro.

Superior air 
permeability



SE DESIGN CREATIVE

120, Gyeongbokdae-ro 212beon-gil, Jinjeop-eup, Namyangju-si, 

Gyeonggi-do, Republic of Korea

Customer Service: +82-70-7543-8223


